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Abstract: Because of the low permeability of some of the formations and the low conductivity of the natural
fracture networks, stimulation techniques such as hydraulic fracturing are necessary to make economic
production possible. Hydraulic fracturing operation in the fractured reservoir can increase the production rate.
In this study after determining the formation side of the hydraulic fracture according to the distribution of the
induced stresses around the well, hydraulic fracturing operation is performed at determined side with different
lengths and in each length the production rate is surveyed. The reason of production increase or sometime
production decrease will be discussed on the basis of reaction between hydraulic fracture and natural fractures.
Reverse suction is an important parameter that decreases production amount at the hydraulic fracturing
operation and it will be discussed in this paper. Intersected cracks and fracture coalescence are two other
parameters that influence on production amount and they exist in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION corresponding pressure drawdown, reduction of pore

In  the hydraulic   fracturing  operation,  suitable natural fractures  openings and consequently fracture
fluid  with required additives is pumped into the well. permeability [2]. Therefore in case of pressure sensitive
With pressure  increase  to  higher  than  summation  of reservoirs, the overall permeability of the reservoir may
in-situ stress and tensile strength of rock, the area around decrease by hydraulic fracturing. Considering the
of well is crushed and fractures are created. When a detrimental effects of natural fractures on hydraulic
hydraulic fracture induces in a fractured reservoir, fracturing, in many cases hydraulic fractures were
complex reactions will occur between induced fracture and designed to reduce the fracture complexity by adding
natural fractures. If natural fracture is apart or it joins to some particulates to plug the small natural fractures [3]. 
hydraulic fracture, different conditions will exist. When a The problem of crack deviation at natural cracks or
hydraulic fracture intersects natural fractures on both faults has been widely investigated numerically [4,5].
sides of the wellbore, it is initially arrested, but with There are several numerical techniques that are proposed
continued pumping, it will either cross  the  natural to model such complicated process, some of them are
fracture or open it, diverting fluid into the natural fracture. based on finite element method [6], others are based on
whet her crossing or opening occurs will depend in part combining  analytical and numerical methods [7].
on the angle of approach and differential stress [1]. However, a comprehensive analysis of how different
Induced hydraulic fractures facilitate fluid production and parameters  influence  the  fracture behavior has not been

pressure increases effective stresses, which will decrease
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fully investigated to date. An understanding of the main
physical criteria during the interaction of a hydraulic
fracture with pre-existing discontinuities plays an
important role in prediction of the propagation scenario
[8].

In this research hydraulic fracturing operation in one
of the southern Iranian fractured reservoir has been
simulated. For this purpose first the direction that
hydraulic fracturing should be performed is determined.
Then with simulation of cracks around the well by use a
written distinct element code, hydraulic fractures with
different lengths along specified direction will be extended
and for each length production rate is presented. In
addition, the number of cracks has been intersected by
hydraulic fracture in the hydraulic fracturing operation at
each stage will be evaluated and discussed. Fracture
coalescence and reverse suction phenomena have been
surveyed that occur at the reaction between hydraulic
fracture and natural fractures exist in fractured reservoirs
and their effects on the production rate are brought.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Simulation Model: Production rate and cracks status
during the hydraulic fracturing operation with different
lengths of fractures are studied by written distinct element
code. But first we need to determine the stress
distribution around the well for specifying the hydraulic
fracture direction. FLAC3D software was used for this
purpose. FLAC3D software is a characterized finite
difference code that simulates behavior of structures
composed of soil, rocks and materials that when they
arrive to the flexibility limit it’s possible to show plastic
behavior. This software is also used for simulating the
continuous behavior of distinct zones of inclined plans
and the presence of single faults or joints within a layer,
single or inclined zones. This software is also capable for
modeling underground streams. These interactions may
be  combined  with any type of mechanical model.
Because distinct element code is a two-dimensional
software, model includes a block with size of 20×20 meters
in direction of X and Y and for finite difference code
includes a block in dimensions of X, Y and Z with size of
20×20×20 meters. Although the grids size due to different
stress distributions is not considered uniform, the size of
these grids in finite difference code near the wellbore is
0.1 meter and increase with distance from the wellbore.
The data file for the model is set up, as earlier said by
using the distinct element code and finite difference code.
A sample of data file is shown in the Table 1.

Table 1: Data file of simulating the hydraulic fracture operation
General Information
Selectively block dimensions 20*20 m
Pressure gradient, 300 Psi
Boundary pressure 750 Psi
Well diameter 8.5 inches
Properties of Intact Rock
Density 1800 kg/m3
Bulk modulus 50 e9
Shear modulus 20 e9

Fig. 1: The schematic of induced stress distribution
around the well.

Fig. 2: The hydraulic fracturing direction based on stress
distribution around the well

Direction of Hydraulic Fracture: Failure occur in line of
maximum principle stress and perpendicular to minimum
principle stress. But this phenomenon will be different
when a well is drilled because the main stress state will
change when one well is drilled. The break situation in the
induction of stress distribution condition will be different
because Failure in this case in the main stress direction
and the direction perpendicular to minimum horizontal
stress induced maximal induction of the horizontal.
Schematic of induced stresses distribution around the
well is given in Figure 1. Hydraulic fracturing direction
with specifying minimum and maximum induced stresses
condition was determined. Fracture will be formed in the
direction of minimum induced stress and perpendicular to
the maximum induced stress. This direction is shown in
Figure 2.
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Fig. 3: The schematic of cracks status around the well

Fig. 4: The schematic of the main fluid flow in the high
permeable cracks.

Fig. 5: The schematic of small flows in the low permeable
cracks.

Table 2: Characteristics of created hydraulic fracture

Fracture Properties

Fracture normal toughness 400×10  (stress/displacement)9

Fracture shear toughness 400×10  (stress/displacement)9

Friction angle 30°
Fracture tensile strength 10  Pascal6

Fracture permeability 1000 md
Fracture opening when normal 50×10  m6

stress is zero
Adhesion stress 5225×10  on stress6

Structural model of fracture coulomb

Hydraulic Fracture Operation: After determining
direction of hydraulic fracturing, now cracks condition
around the well is simulated. For this a pristine block with
said size is defined. Then by use of available information
of cracks based on the structural characteristics and their
situation they are placed in the block. The schematic of
cracks status in the reservoir and around the well are
shown in Figure 3. Almost the connected cracks are
shown because does not show cracks that they are not
connected and linked to the other cracks. Fluid flows
condition in the cracks is shown in Figure 4. Fluid has a
density of 900 kg/m . In Figure 4, only mainstreams in the3

high permeable cracks are shown. Each crack has fluid
flow but Figure 4 presents only major and important flow.
Fluid flow in Figure 5 can also be seen in the other cracks
with zoom in on them. PKN model is used here to release
the hydraulic fracturing. Created fracture has constant
height that it is independent of fracturing length.
Hydraulic fracture properties are presented  in  Table  2.
On this basis, hydraulic fracturing is done in the specified
direction and the length of fracture increases at each
stage. First, a fracture is created with length of 2 meters
and then a fracture with length of 4 meters and this
process continues until fracture length reaches to 20
meters or specified block size. This process can generally
be seen in Figure 6. The created fracture is shown just
when it is connected to the other cracks. For example, in
Figure 4 when length of hydraulic fracture is equal to 2
meters, the fracture is not clear because with this length,
fracture is not connected with any  natural  fracture.
When the hydraulic fracture length is 16 meters, fracture
length at the bottom increases because it has been
connected to the other cracks but in the upper part cannot
be connected therefore fracture has not been extended.
For each length of fracture, number of cracks that are
intersected is various. Table 3 presents number of
intersected  cracks  for  each  length  of  hydraulic
fracture. We define four points in the well to  determine
the changes of production rate in each stage. Two points
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Fig. 6: Applied hydraulic fracture with different lengths

Fig. 7: Production rate in natural conditions and with applying the lengths of hydraulic fracture

Table 3: Number of intersected cracks for different lengths of created fracture

Fracture Number of Fracture Number of

length (meter) intersected cracks length (meter) intersected cracks

2 0 12 3

4 1 14 6

6 1 16 10

8 2 18 12

10 2 20 16

are assumed in the roof and two points in the wellbore
just in front of each other and we measure the total flow
rate at these four points. In the Figure 7 can be seen
production rate with and without applying the hydraulic
fracture.

Fracture Coalescence: Crack coalescence an introduce
difficulties in the numerical implementation of the
presented model and thus some special conditions or
procedures need to be defined for approaching and
intersecting crack tips (Figure 8). When the distance
between a growing crack tip and a piece of another crack
is less than the minimum admissible crack length
increment, the cracks are considered to be intersected.
The tip enrichment must be removed from the element
containing the intersection point but there is still a need
for a step function enrichment representing the crack
body. Consequently, a new modified step function
enrichment must be added to the elements at crack
intersections.
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Fig. 8: The junction of two cracks occurs when one crack Fig. 10:The signed distance functions for minor (figure a)
approaches and eventually touches the other. and major (Figure b) fractures. The minor fracture
The  tip   enrichment   of the  approaching  crack is  the   fracture   joining  an  existing  fracture.
is  removed  after  the  two  cracks junction and The new signed distance function for the
the connection of two cracks is modeled by a intersection is shown in part c.
junction enrichment function J (black circle
nodes). The enrichment for the nodes whose (f1<0, f2<0), (f1>0, f2>0) and (f1>0, f2<0). The signed
supports are cut by two or more discontinuities is distance function of the minor crack of a point X will be
explained in the text. modified as:

Fig. 9: Fracture coalescence phenomena in the hydraulic fracture with length of 6 meters.
fracture with length of 6 meters Since enrichment of the crack intersections requires

When two cracks are joined, the  crack  tip codes  data structure should be adjustable to this issue.
enrichment  of    the     approaching    tip    is   removed. In addition, the preprocessing components should be able
By  using  the  sign distance function (which is equal to to identify crack intersections to be able to assign the
+1 on  one  side  of  the  fracture  and  -1  on  the  other appropriate type of enrichments (Figure 10).
side   the fracture)   of   the   pre-existing  fracture
(master    crack)     f (X)     and   approaching    crack Reverse Suction: Usually with increasing the fracture1

(minor  crack)   f (X),   the   signed  distance  function length, cracks number intersected by the hydraulic2

(step  function)  of  the  approaching crack  is  modified fracture  (Table   3)  increases  and  on  the  other  hand
(Figure 10). Three  different  subdomains  will  be  created: the  possibility  of  fracture coalescence is also  increased.

(1)

Where HJ is a point located on the side of the master
crack   on   which   the   minor   crack   does   not  exist.
The function J(X) models that the approaching crack 2 is
arrested on the other crack 1. The displacement in the
element containing the intersection is:

Figure 9 also shows this phenomenon, for examplein the
hydraulic fracture with length of 6 meters. Here two minor
cracks have been connected to the applied hydraulic

higher nodal degrees of freedom, the  finite  element
'
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Fig. 11:Status of fluid flow in section with hydraulic the hydraulic fracture with length of 14 m is applied, this
fracture with length of 10 and 12 m fracture is connected to cracks that have mainstream and

Fig. 12:The flow status in a section of hydraulic fracture production amount.
with length of 14 m Usually in the fractured reservoirs production is

The production rate in the various length of hydraulic fracture but this depends on the intersected cracks
fracture shows that when length of  fracture  is  equal  to number and fracture coalescence. If the hydraulic fracture
10 and 12 m, not only the production rate is increased is not terminated to the mainstreams we will not have an
regard to the fracture with length of 8 m but is also acceptable production increase. If the fracture with
decreased. In Figure 11 we see that flow in part b and c is designed length terminations to the natural fractures
reverse which means that with connecting hydraulic which they play small or negligible roles in the fluid flow
fracture to the a crack that is clear in Figure, a flow enters in reservoirs -low permeable natural fractures-, this may
into the crack and virtually fracture has no flow. This may change even flow direction. Thus determining a fracture
be because of production decrease which connecting length that could be terminated to the natural fractures
hydraulic fracture  to  this  crack  fluid  flow  enters  into with mainstreams can be very important in the design of
the  crack  instead  of  entering  into  the   well  through hydraulic fracturing operation.

the  fracture.  This  phenomenon  is   reverse  suction.
This  condition  will  be also established for fracture
length  of  12 m  because  in  the  part  that  flow  enters
into the crack, with increasing the length of fracture
from10  to 12 meters, hydraulic fracture is not connected
to any crack and this conditions will  also  occur for
length of 12 m.

To ensure the above analysis, the fracture with
length of 14 meters as well as is looked. Flow is certainly
established in same section that in Figure 12 has been
showed, but the important thing is that in the section
where hydraulic fracture has been connected to the new
cracks, flow has again a direction toward to the fracture.
As is clear from Figure 5, this flow that enters into the
hydraulic fracture is  actually  large  and  mainstream.
Thus this production increase can be described that when

are high permeableand this causing the neutralizing the
flow of hydraulic fracture to cracks and may lead to
increase the production.

CONCLUSION

In this study hydraulic fracturing operation was
surveyed with different lengths in a fractured reservoir.
When a hydraulic fracture in this environment induces
with natural fractures, complex reactions will occur
between   hydraulic    fracture    and    natural   fractures.
In fractured reservoirs with increase the length of the
hydraulic fracture, the production process was
increasingly but this production increase wasn’t
continuous because in the reaction between hydraulic
fracture and natural fracture reverse suction phenomena
occurred. This phenomena on the basis of type of natural
fracture influences on the production and decreases

increased with increasing the length of applied hydraulic
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The hydraulic fracturing direction can be identified 4. Zhang, X. and R.G. Jeffrey, 2006. The role of friction
by using the principle or induced stresses distribution and secondary on deflection and reinitiation of
around the well. So we can predict the production rate hydraulic fractures at orthogonal pre-existing
with respect to designed hydraulic fracturing direction fracture.   Geophysical    Journal   International,
and that whether operation is economical or not? And 166(3): 1454-1465.
whether natural fractures with mainstreams are in the 5. Zhang, X. and R.G. Jeffrey, 2008. Reinititation or
direction of designed fracture or not? The fracture termination of fluid-driven fractures at frictional
coalescence process should also be considered in the beding interfaces. Journal of Geophysical Research,
hydraulic fracturing because it can increase or decrease 113 B08416. DOI: 10.1029/2007JB005327.
the production. The most efficient mode of hydraulic 6. Zhang, Z. and A. Ghassemi, 2011. Simulation of
fracturing operation is when the main natural fractures are hydraulic fracture propagation near a natural fracture
in the hydraulic fracture direction so that hydraulic using virtual multidimensional internal bonds,
fracture connects them to the well. International Journal for Numerical and Analytical
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